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Whether the Chinese will take away the Russian Far East.    Thread rat ing +3 / -4

  Fedor-strelec (Ewerest)

Messages: 8202 

Thirteenth (Alekcei4444444) wrote (a) in response to the [post/internal/1434945230_0.html#1434945230]
> Trans-Baikal Territory Government signed a memorandum of understanding with the Chinese company Huae
Sinban. The agreement provides for a joint project for the development of agricultural land. Provision for rent
115 thousand. Hectares of land and pasture for up to 49 years.
> All anything, but the main condition is to attract to work on leased Russian soil only Chinese workers. Limiting
the number of Chinese workers not specified. Ie the amount of Chinese labor can grow without stopping, in a
geometric progression. Today, 1,000 people, 15,000 in 5 years, etc. And finally on the territory leased land will
be more Chinese than Russian. Not hard to guess what it can threaten Russia.

>

The lies and provocation.

http://www.rbc.ru/rbcfreenews/55894d529a79470aba54231c

Trans-Baikal Territory Governor Konstantin Ilkovsky denied the information on the lease of 115 thousand.
Hectares of land in the region to China. The corresponding statement was made head of the region on the
air of "Altes", reports Baikal Daily.

"We are today-and for rent has not given anything to anyone, it  is called-the part ies exchanged promises
to be mutually beneficial",-he said, noting that no documents have been signed. Ilkovsky added that under
the agreement the Chinese can not be more than 50% of the labor force in these lands.

More information on the RBC:
http://www.rbc.ru/rbcfreenews/55894d529a79470aba54231c

20:11 23.06.2015  

  Trinadcatyy
(Alekcei4444444)

Messages: 536 

Fedor-Archer (Ewerest) wrote (a) in response to the [post/internal/1434945230_4.html#1435079504]
> Trans-Baikal Territory Governor Konstantin Ilkovsky denied the information on the lease of 115 thousand.
hectares of land in the region to China. The corresponding statement was made head of the region on the air
of "Altes", reports Baikal Daily.

Fyodor, and you carefully read my post?! What is written there? A napisanotam this:
" Trans-Baikal Territory Government signed a memorandum of understanding with the
Chinese company Huae Sinban. The agreement provides for a joint project for the
development of agricultural land. Provision for rent 115 thousand. Hectares of land and
pasture for up to 49 let."

Fyodor. Now you kerf, what's what? The protocol of intent, not the transmission. And then give zemelku
later. And the next t ime you read it  carefully, and not again popadёsh finger in there ...!

20:35 23.06.2015  

  Fedor-strelec (Ewerest)

Messages: 8202 

Thirteenth (Alekcei4444444) wrote (a) in response to the [post/internal/1434945230_4.html#1435080942]
> Fedor-Archer (Ewerest) wrote (a) in response to the message:

>> Trans-Baikal Territory Governor Konstantin Ilkovsky denied the information on the lease of 115 thousand.
hectares of land in the region to China. The corresponding statement was made head of the region on the
air of "Altes", reports Baikal Daily.

>
>

> Fyodor, and you carefully read my post?! What is written there? A napisanotam this:
> " Trans-Baikal Territory Government signed a memorandum of understanding with the Chinese company
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Huae Sinban. The agreement provides for a joint project for the development of agricultural land. Provision for
rent 115 thousand. Hectares of land and pasture for up to 49 let."

>
> Fyodor. Now you kerf, what's what? The protocol of intent, not the transmission. And then give zemelku later.
And the next time you read it carefully, and not again popadёsh finger in there...! 

>

And you yourself, then your post carefully read?  That's what you said:
" All anything, but the main condit ion is to attract to work on leased Russian soil only Chinese workers.
Limiting the number of Chinese workers never negotiated. That is, the amount of Chinese labor
can grow without stopping, in a geometric progressii."

But Huber:

" Ilkovsky added that under the agreement the Chinese can not constitute more than 50% of the
workforce in these zemlyah."

Who you are and you? And who Guber?  
And about Japp-you're there, I suppose, merznuschy finger greesh? 

20:43 23.06.2015  

  Trinadcatyy
(Alekcei4444444)

Messages: 536 

Fedor-Archer (Ewerest) wrote (a) in response to the [post/internal/1434945230_4.html#1435081395]
> " Ilkovsky added that under the agreement the Chinese can not be more than 50% of the workforce in these
zemlyah."

No my dear, about any of 50% there is no question. 100% of working Chinese people, it  is their condit ion.
And Huber decides such questions. It  is the prerogative of the Kremlin. Who is Guber and what the Kremlin.
So, take out your finger from the w ....

21:37 23.06.2015  

  Fedor-strelec (Ewerest)

Messages: 8202 

Thirteenth (Alekcei4444444) wrote (a) in response to the [post/internal/1434945230_4.html#1435084633]
> Fedor-Archer (Ewerest) wrote (a) in response to the message:

>> " Ilkovsky added that under the agreement the Chinese can not be more than 50% of the workforce in
these zemlyah."

>
>

> Oh no my dear, about any of 50% there is no question. 100% of working Chinese people, it is their condition.
And Huber decides such questions. It is the prerogative of the Kremlin. Who is Guber and what the Kremlin. So,
take out your finger from the w.... 

>

That you have read the contract, my dear?  
Referring to let the fact that 100-" it  is their uslovie".  
Huber read the contract. You, apparently-too.  So let him in.
And while you-nobody can call Taba. And Huber-Huber is.

22:47 23.06.2015  

  yurist Lusnikov M. A.
(Lusnikov)

Messages: 2918 
 Призер конкурса ККЮР-

2015

Threat to Russia is not so much the policy intentions for the transfer of land rent to the Chinese as the
trend to the fact that Russia is becoming a long-term supplier of raw materials to China, rather than the
supplier of the finished product.
It  is necessary to change the perspective for the future supply of raw materials supply of goods.
And to think, and you need to argue about this, not that-as the Chinese will come to us.

Fedor-Archer (Ewerest) wrote (a) in response to the [post/internal/1434945230_4.html#1435088831]
> Thirteenth (Alekcei4444444) wrote (a) in response to the message:

>> Fedor-Archer (Ewerest) wrote (a) in response to the message:

>>> " Ilkovsky added that under the agreement the Chinese can not be more than 50% of the
workforce in these zemlyah."

>>
>> 

>> Oh no my dear, about any of 50% there is no question. 100% of working Chinese people, it is their
condition. And Huber decides such questions. It is the prerogative of the Kremlin. Who is Guber and what the
Kremlin. So, take out your finger from the w.... 

>>

>
> That you have read the contract, my dear?

>
> let Recalling that 100-" it is their uslovie". 

>
> Huber read the contract. You, apparently-too. So let him in.
> And yet you-nobody can call Taba. And Huber-Huber is.

>
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23:10 23.06.2015  

  Fedor-strelec (Ewerest)

Messages: 8202 

Lawyer Lusnikov MA (Lusnikov) wrote (a) in response to the [post/internal/1434945230_4.html#1435090249]
> threat to Russia is not so much the policy intentions for the transfer of land rent to the Chinese as the trend
to the fact that Russia is becoming a long-term supplier of raw materials to China, rather than the supplier of
the finished product.
> We need to change the perspective for the future supply of raw materials supply of goods.
> And to think, and you need to argue about this, not that-as the Chinese will come to us.

>

Russia has non-oil exports exceeded 50%.
About Products and China-neighing. They st ill cheap slave labor so that your goods will not be competit ive
there. If from China to close the wall-you will not get the benefits that can be derived. That high-tech
products-it  did so, and here we have with China normul.
Munit ions they buy our entry of ...

23:20 23.06.2015  

  Svarg (Rusich1)

Messages: 4772 

Soon in Siberia will be like in " dovoennoy" Chechnya.

We " zapryagaem" long; while we do not like to be otpi.dyat.

When will we begin to anticipate?!

23:58 28.06.2015  

  anselm (anselm)

Messages: 6585 

16:35 11.07.2015  

  muzh Madam EbolY
(KC77)

Messages: 19582 
 Призер конкурса ККЮР-

2015

of course take away... 

Law evolyutsii- reduce the populat ion loses its habitat, razrastayuschayasya- increases... 

simple ...

17:19 11.07.2015  
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